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“Miss Chen?” 
 
A woman who looked to be in her mid twenties walked over. 
 
She spoke respectfully to Chen Lin. 
 
Upon seeing her, Chen Lin pretended that she did not recognize her. 
 
So, who was the woman? 
 
She was none other than Wang Xiaozhang, the sales manager who rented the car to Chen Lin. 
 
“Oh, what’s up? If there is anything, let me talk to you through Wechat when I get back later! I am not 
free at the moment!” 
 
Chen Lin’s face turned pale. 
 
God, how can it be such a coincidence! 
 
How could I actually bump into the manager who rented me the car. 
 
Then wouldn’t the secret be leaked? I have just gotten back together with Ding Hao. 
 
“It’s okay Miss Chen, I will be quick. The thing is, when you rented the car, I wasn’t aware of the date 
and had written down tomorrow as the time of return. I had just remembered that the return time 
should actually be before four o’clock today as we have to return the car to the client by five o’clock. I 
am truly sorry, it was a mistake from our end! I was just going to give you a call as well!” 
 
Wang Xiaozhang smiled and said. 
 
Then, she waved her hands at Chen Lin and left. 
 
What? Ding Hao and Li Shihan were stunned upon hearing that. 
 
“Chen Lin, rental car? What is going on?” 
 
Ding Hao was still in a daze. 
 
“Ah? I-I am not sure either!” 
 
Chen Lin had no idea how to explain. 
 
She was completely dumbfounded. 
 
Li Shihan snorted and said, “I know! Chen Lin, you rented this car right? You purposely rented it to lie to 
Ding Hao. That must be the case!” 
 
Ding Hao looked at Chen Lin and asked, “Lin, is that true?” 
 



Chen Lin had no idea how to respond. 
 
Just when she was unsure of what to say, she saw Chen Hao coming back from the restroom. 
 
All of a sudden, an idea crossed Chen Lin’s mind. 
 
She turned and ran toward Chen Hao. 
 
“Chen Hao, come over here. I have something to tell you!” 
 
Chen Lin grabbed onto Chen Hao’s arm and softly whispered, “It’s over! Ding Hao found out about the 
rental car. Now you have to help me bear the consequences by saying that you are the one who rented 
the car. Could you tell them that you lied to me? Please, help me out this once!” 
 
Chen Hao was also dumbfounded. What is going on? 
 
At that moment, Ding Hao and Li Shihan were walking over toward Chen Hao. 
 
Chen Lin suddenly shouted, “Chen Hao, you a**hole! Why did you lie to me? You rented this car and 
then used it to court me? It’s not even your car!” 
 
Chen Hao said, “What is going on? This is my car!” 
 
Ding Hao looked at Chen Hao with disdain and mocked. “Hmph, Chen Hao, stop trying to lie your way 
out of this. I had no idea you were so filthy to have used such a method to cheat Chen Lin. Chen Lin 
almost fell into your trap and most importantly, you almost made me breakup with Shihan as well!” 
 
Li Shihan looked at Ding Hao and said, “Now you know who is the one that genuinely treats you well. 
Some girls like to pester guys who are rich, and then end up being played. Do you see things clearly 
now?” 
 
Chen Lin cried, “Ding Hao, you just said that you were going to treat me well!” 
 
Ding Hao snorted and said, “Lin, I think you better clear your mind. Because of this loser, you almost 
made me break up with Shihan. Seriously, we were supposed to attend Miss Lin’s birthday party in the 
afternoon, and you almost made us part on bad terms! Sh*t!” 
 
Ding Hao rolled his eyes at Chen Lin and Chen Hao. He then held onto Li Shihan’s hand and walked 
toward Jin Ling Hotel. 
 
Today was the day of Miss Lin’s birthday party and of course Ding Hao arrived earlier. Thus, there was 
no other option but to head to a cafe and have some coffee first. 
 
Yet, a situation like this transpired! Sigh! 
 
As for Chen Lin, with the devaluation of Chen Hao’s identity, her value had also depreciated. 
 
“Oh right, Chen Hao. Didn’t you win the lottery? Hahaha, why don’t you come over to Jin Ling Hotel? We 
have tickets!” 
 
Ding Hao sneered at Chen Hao for a while before leaving happily with Li Shihan. 



 
Chen Lin squatted down on the spot and burst out into tears. 
 
“Oh? Young Master Chen! Why are you here?” 
 
Just then, a voice could be heard. 
 
A middle-aged man in a suit jogged over toward Chen Hao. 
 
“You are?” 
 
Chen Hao found that he looked rather familiar but he could not recall who it was. 
 
“Hehe, Young Master Chen, it’s normal that you can’t recognize me. However, I do recognize you! I was 
present during your welcoming dinner in Ping An County and had the privilege of seeing your elegant 
demeanor with my very own eyes. By the way, I am Wang Biao. General Manager Li just hired me as the 
event planning manager. Are you here to attend Miss Lin’s birthday party as well?” 
 
The middle-aged man rubbed his palms together and nervously smiled. 
 
Chen Lin on the other hand also stopped crying and looked on at the scene in a daze. 
 
Even Ding Hao and Li Shihan who were about to enter the hotel were stunned. 
 
“Oh, hello Manager Wang. Are you responsible for planning this birthday party?” 
 
Chen Hao could not wrap his head around this. Which Miss Lin is this? 
 
Why did my company plan a birthday party for her? 
 
“Of course! Today is Miss Lin’s birthday and as a fellow colleague working in the same group, of course I 
would help to organize! Many business owners from Jin Ling Commercial Street are here tonight as well. 
They are all planning to move to Yunmeng Mountain Commercial Street during the second half of the 
year. Therefore, this is sort of a gathering for them too!” 
 
Wang Biao explained. 
 
“Oh, so that’s the case!” 
 
Chen Hao felt rather uncomfortable. 
 
After all, Lin Yiyi was also considered his friend, so why did she not invite him to the party? 
 
“Manager Wang, do you know Chen Hao?” 
 
Chen Lin asked with a deeply confused look. 
 
She then looked at Ding Hao’s gaze and felt that somehow she had won this time around. 
 
Could it be that her best friend, Wei Xue sent help? 
 



After all, Wei Xue was watching nearby and chose not to appear. 
 
The deeper Chen Lin thought, the more she felt that should be the case. 
 
“Of course I recognize Young Master Chen. Even if I don’t recognize him, I would recognize his car! 
Haha!” 
 
Manager Wang pointed at the G Wagon. 
 
Nice! 
 
Chen Lin thought, My best friend really has some tricks up her sleeves. 
 
Where did she find such a person? Nonetheless, this is great! 
 
As for Chen Hao, he was unhappy that he just got mocked by Ding Hao and Li Shihan. However, he felt 
that it would be hard to explain things to Chen Lin if he had just left right away. 
 
Since I stumbled upon Li Yiyi’s birthday party, I might as well go in and have a look. That way, it would be 
a slap in Ding Hao’s face so that he could stop bragging and acting so arrogantly! 
 
Thus, Chen Hao said, “Manager Wang, could you pass me two entrance tickets? I did not bring mine!” 
 
“Ah? Sure thing, Young Master Chen.” 
 
Manager Wang nodded. 
 
Chen Lin hinted at Chen Hao to remind him not to push things too far. This was Miss Lin’s birthday party 
after all, how could a paid actor who was here to put on a show have entrance tickets? 
 
However, Chen Lin was shocked when Manager Wang took out the tickets. 
 
Ding Hao and Li Shihan were also stunned. 
 
Chen Hao ignored everything else and hugged Chen Lin into his arms. He said, “Let’s go, today I shall 
bring you to attend the birthday party!” 
 
Although Chen Lin was in a daze when Chen Hao hugged her into his arms, she subconsciously put her 
arms around Chen Hao’s waist as well. 
 
Under Ding Hao’s slightly jealous gaze, they walked into the hotel. 
 
F*ck! Why is Chen Hao being treated with so much respect? 
 
Ding Hao cursed inwardly. 
 
Nevertheless, he followed behind and entered the hotel.���� 


